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ABSTRACT 

This article provides a semi parametric method for the estimation of truncated regression 
models where the disturbances are independent with the regressors before truncation. This inde
pendency property provides useful information on the identification and estimation of the model. 
Our estimate is shown to be y'n-consistent and asymptotically normal. Consistent estimate of the 
asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimator is provided. Monte Carlo experiments are performed 
to investigate some finite sample properties of the estimator. 
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1. Introduction: 

Semiparametric Nonlinear Least Square Estimation 
of Truncated Regression Models 

by Lung-Fei Lee 

This article provides a semi parametric estimation method for truncated regression models. 
Powell [18] has provided an estimation method for such models under the assumptions that the 
density function of the disturbance is unimodal and symmetrically distributed before truncation. 
M.J. Lee [16] has slightly modified Powell's approach under the assumptions that the density 
function of the disturbance is unimodal and the condition that either the density is symmetric on 
a small r"'6ion around the mode or the disturbances are independent with the regressors. With 
the symmetry and unique mode restrictions, the dependent variable can be appropriately trimmed 
and the least squares method can be applied to the estimation of the regression coefficients. Both 
methods of Powell and Lee can be robust against heteroskedasticity. However, Powell's method is 
not robust against nonsymmetric distributions nor distributions with multiple modes. The method 
in M.J .Lee [16] is not robust to multiple mode distributions. Under the assumptions that the 
distrubances are independent with the regressors, various estimation methods have been proposed 
in Bhattacharya, Chernoff and Yang [3], Newey [17] and Tsui, Jewell and Wu [26]. In this article, 
we will also consider the estimation problem under the independence assumption. The approach in 
Bhattacharya et al is a non parametric method based on Kendall's tau which is applicable only to 
the estimation of simple linear regression models. Newey' approach is a certain method of moment 
estimation. The approach in Tsui et al can be applied to the estimation of multiple regression 
models. However, the asymptotic properties of their estimators are completely unknown and only 
some Monte Carlo results are available. Their approach is interesting in that the Monte Carlo 
results indicate that some of their estimates can have resonably small biases in finite samples. 
Our estimation approach in this article is similar to the approach in Tsui et al in certain aspects. 
However, we can prove that under some regularity conditions our estimator is y'n-consistent and is 
asymptotically normal. Our Monte Carlo results also indicate that our estimators have resonably 
small biases. 

The truncated regession model implies a regression equation with a single index. Estimation 
of index models have been considered in Ruud [21], Powell, Stock and Stoker [19] and Ichimura [12J. 
Their approaches explore only the index structures in the model and are not constructed specifically 
for the estimation of the truncated regession models. They are robust against heteroskedastic errors 
when the variances of the disturbances are functions of the same index. However, they can only 
estimate the regression coefficients up to a scale factor. 

When the disturbances are independent with the regressors and are independent and identi
cally distributed before truncation, they impose randomization restrictions on the observed sample. 
The randomization feature provides useful information for the estimation of the truncated density 
function of the disturbances and the regression coefficients. For the censored regression model, 
the distribution of the disturbance can be estimated by Kaplan Meier approach. Based on Ka
plan Meier estimate, Buckley and James [7], James and Smith [14] and Horowitz [11] derived 
nonparametric estimates of the censored regression function and suggested nonlinear least squares 
methods for the estimation of the regression coefficients. For the truncated regression model, the 
distribution of the disturbance can be estimated by a nonparametric maximum likelihood method 
(Vardi [27]) which modifies Kaplan Meier procedure to the truncated case. The nonparametric 
regression function in Tsui, Jewell and Wu [26] was derived from such estimate. However, due to 
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the complexity of its construction, asymptotic distribution for the least squares estimators in Tsui, 
Jewell and Wu [26] remains unknown. The proposed approach in this article differs from their 
approach in the way of constructing the non parametric regression function. It differs also from 
Ichimura's index approach for the construction of such function. Our nonparametric regression 
function is motivated by the estimation in Breiman, Tsur and Zemel [6] and by smooth density 
function estimation. As the constructed regression function has relatively simple expression and is 
smooth, we are able to provide analytical asymptotic results for our estimator. We can prove that, 
under some regularity conditions, our estimator is y'n- consistent and is asymptotically normal. 

The organization of this article is as follows. In section 2, we present our nonparametric esti
mation of the truncated regression function and a semiparametric nonlinear least squares method. 
Section 3 lists the sufficient regularity conditions for the model and summarizes the main results. 
The logic of our asymptotic analyses is similar to that in Ichimura and Lee[13]. The technical de
tails are, however, different and are left in the sections 5, 6 and 7. Some Monte Carlo experiments 
are perfor~ed to evaluate finite sample properties of the estimator and the results are reported in 
section 4. In section 5, the consistency of the proposed estimator is proved. Asymptotic distribu
tion of the estimator is derived in section 6. In section 7, the consistency of an estimator for the 
covariance matrix of the semiparametric estimator is proved. Some relevant proofs on the uniform 
convergence of kernel functions and their asymptotic biases are collected in an appendix. 
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2. The Truncated Regression Model and Semiparametric Estimation 

The underlying latent model that will be considered is a regression model: 

Y = x{3 + u (2.1 ) 

where the disturbance u is independent with x and is independently and identically distributed 
(LLd.) before truncation. The observed data (Xi, yd, i = 1"", n, are truncated. The sample 
(Xi, yd is observed only when Yi > O. For semiparametric estimation, the distribution of u is 
unknown. As the mean of u is arbitrary, the intercept term of x{3 should not be identifiable. So 
to be explicit, the specified function x{3 does not have an intercept term. For our estimation, we 
assume that at least one of the relevant regressors is continuous. l 

Let f!c denote the true parameter vector of {3. After truncation, the support of the distribution 
of u conditional on X will depend on the value x{3o. Let f(·) be the density function of u and p(.) 
be the density function of x{3o before truncation. The joint density function of (u, x{3o) for the 
truncated sample will be 00 Joou zO. ( with u > -x{3o. The marginal density of u is 

( f(u)du)p IJ)dIJ -
-00 -. 

p(zO.) Joo f(u)du 
and the marginal density of x{3o is Joo J&5 -.8. . The conditional 

( f(u)du)p(IJ)dIJ 
-00 -. 

f(u) J: p(IJ)dIJ 

density of u conditional on X is Joo f(u) and the regression function for the truncated sample _.8. f(u)du 

is 

_ J:o• uf(u)du 
E (ylx, y > 0) = x{3o + Joo f(u)du 

-:cO. 
(2.2) 

where E-(·) denotes the expectation operator under the distribution before truncation. For semi
parametric estimation, the functional form of the above regression function is unknown. This 
regression function is a function of a single index x{3o and hence Ichimura's method[12] can be 
applied to estimate this equation. Let E(·) denote the expectation operator under the truncated 
distribution for the observed sample. Based on index formulation, the regression function in (2.2) 
will be regarded as the conditional expectation of the truncated dependent variable y conditional 
on the index x{3o, Le., E(ylx{3o). Ichimura's method is a semi parametric nonlinear least squares 
procedure. For each given value of {3, the conditional expectation E(ylx{3) will be estimated by a 
kernel regression function En( x, {3) (see Rae [20]) and the parameter {3 can then be estimated by 
a nonlinear least squares method, i.e., mine L:':l(Yi - En (Xi,{3)). From Ichimura's approach, the 
parameter vector {3 can be estimated only up to a scale. In Tsui, Jewell and Wu[26], at each value 
of {3 the truncated distribution of u is estimated by a non parametric maximum likelihood method 
(Vardi[27]) using the estimated residuals. The parameter {3 is then estimated by an iterative bias 
adjusted least square procedure. However, asymptotic results have not been derived in their article. 
Whether their estimator is consistent or not remains an issue. The difficulty might be due to the 
complicated way of estimating the distribution of u. 

The alternative approach proposed in this article is also a semi parametric nonlinear least 
squares method. It differs from both the approaches in Ichimura, and Tsui, Jewell and Wu in the 
estimation of the conditional expectation function E-(ulu'> -x{3). Such estimation is motivated 
by the construction in Breiman, Tsur and Zemel[6]. As an alternative to Kaplan Meier estimate, 
Breiman, Tsur and Zemel suggest a simpler method for the estimation of conditional expectation 
functions in the censored regression model. Their method can be easily extended to the estimation 
of the truncated regression function. 
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Consider the diagram in Figure 1. At Xi, the disturbances in the region AXiB are identically 
distributed. On each vertical line in this region, e.g., the line CD or the line EF, the shape of the 
density of u will be identical. The sample average En(Xi,!3o) of the observed u in this region, Le., 

- 2:7=1 I(uj > -Xi!3o,Xj!3o > Xi!3o)Uj 
En(Xi, 130) = "n ( L..Jj=1 I Uj > -xi!3o,Xj!3o > xi!3o) 

(2.3) 

where I( S) denotes the indicator function of the event S, provides an estimate of E* (ul U > 
-Xi!3o, Xi). It can be easily shown by law oflarge numbers that this estimate is consistent. However, 
this construction is not easy to work with for the estimation of 13 due to its nonsmooth character. 
Motivated by smooth kernel density estimation, we suggest the following nonparametric function: 

(2.4) 

with 

and 

where K(·,·) is a kernel function; an is a bandwidth parameter and ~n is a positive trimming 
parameter. The trimming parameter is designed to avoid the difficulty of estimating the densities 
on neighborhood of (Ui,xi!3), i.e., area around the corner point Xi of the region AXiB in Figure 1. 
Our proposed estimation method is a semiparametric nonlinear least squares procedure (SNLS): 

n ' 

mJn ~ L:Ix(x;)(Yi - xi!3 - En(Xi,!3))2 
i=1 

(2.7) 

where Ix(xj) is an indicator function of the set X constructed by trimming the regressors. 
The intuition behind this SNLS method is based on the least square principle that the true 

regression function minimizes the mean squared error of prediction. With the bandwidth sequence 
{an} and the trimming sequence {~n} converge to zero at appropriate rates of convergence, it can 
be shown that 

An(x,!3) ~ t
XJ 

Joo ug(u,zl!3)dudz 
J:c{J -:c{J 

(2.8 ) 

and 

Bn(x,!3) ~ 100 

Joo g(u,zl!3)dudz 
:c{J -:c{J 

(2.9) 

where, for each 13, g( u, zl!3) is the truncated density function of (y - x!3, x!3) on u + z > 0; 
equivalently, it is the conditional density function of (y - x!3, x!3) conditional on Y > 0. It follows 
that 

En(Xj,!3) ~ E(y - x!3ly - x!3 > -Xi!3,X!3 > xi!3). (2.10) 

We note that because Y - x!3 > -xi!3 and x!3 > Xj!3 imply Y > 0, 
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Figure 1. Randomization Region for u 
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At {3 = {3o, since the disturbance u is independent with x in the latent regression model, 

(2.11) 

Therefore, at {3 = (3o, Xj{3o + E*(y - x{3olY - x{3o > -Xj{3o,x{3o > Xj{3o) is the correct regression 
function for the truncated sample at Xj. At any other values of (3, Xj{3 + E(y - x{3ly - x{3 > 
-Xj{3, x{3 > Xj(3) will, in general, not equal to the true regression function at Xj. From the least 
square principle, {3o will minimize the mean square error E(Yj-xj{3-E(y-x{3ly-x{3 > -Xj{3,x{3 > 
Xj(3))2. As a sample analog, we propose the semiparametric estimation in (2.7). For our approach, 
the computation of the nonparametric functions in (2.5) and (2.6) can be quite simple as the kernel 
functions can be chosen with closed form expressions for the double integrals. 
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3. Assumptions and The Main Results 

In this section, we will summarize the regularity conditions for our model and the main results 
that have been obtained. The detailed proofs will be in the subsequent sections. 

To provide rigorous justification of our estimation procedure and asymptotic properties of the 
estimator, we assume the following regularity conditions for our model. 

Assumption 1. 

1. The disturbance u is independent with the regressors x before truncation. 
2. The samples (Yi, xd, i = 1" ", n are LLd. 
3. All the finite order moments of Y and x exist.2 

4. The ;tarameter space e of f3 is a compact subset in a finite dimensional Euclidean space and 
the parameter vector f30 is in the interior of e. 

5. For each f3 e e, the index xf3 is a continuous random variable. 
6. The set X of x is chosen to be a compact subset such that, for each f3 e e, maxzEX xf3 < 

maxzES xf3 where S is the support of x after truncation. 
7. For any f3 e e and Xi eX, there exist x in the set {xlxf3 > xif3} with positive probability 

such that P(y > xf3 - xif3lx) > O. 

Assumption 2. 

1. The density function g( vlf3) of (y - xf3, xf3) conditional on y > 0, and the conditional expec
tations E(xlv),E(x ® xlv) and E(x ® x ® x ® xlv) conditional on (y - xf3,xf3) = v are twice 
differentiable in von its support V = {vlVt + V2 > 0, where v = (VI! V2)}' 

2. The functions g( vlf3), E( xlv)g( vlf3), E( x® xlv)g( vlf3) and their first order derivatives tv g( vlf3), 
tv (E(xlv)g( vlf3)), and tv (E(x ® xlv)g( vlf3)) are uniformly continuous in (v, f3) on V x e. 

Assumption 3. 

There exist Lebesque measurable functions hie v), j = 1"",7 with the following domination 
and integrability properties: 

1. Domination properties: On some neighborhood Ns(v) of v in V with radius 6 > 0 which does 
not depend on v, 

a) sUP/3 sUPwEN,(v) g(wlf3) ~ ht(v). 
b) sUP/3 sUPwEN,(v) II E(xlw)g(wlf3) II~ h2(v). 
c) sUP/3 sUPwEN,(v) II E(x ® xlw)g(wlf3) II~ h3(v). 
d) sUP/3suPwEN,(v) II E(x®x®x®xlw)g(wlf3) II~ h4 (v). 

e) sUP/3suPwEN,(v) II a':;w,g(wlf3) II~ hs(v). 

f) sUP/3 sUPwEN,(v) II a!;w' [E(xlw)g( wlf3)] II~ ha( v). 

g) sUP/3suPwEN,(v) II a!;w' [E(x ® xlw)g(wlf3)] II~ h7(v). 
2. Boundedness and integrability properties: 

a) The functions hj ( u, z), j = 1" ",4 are bounded. 
b) J~oo sUPu hj( u, z)dz < 00 and J~oo sUPz hj ( u, z)du < 00 for j = 1,,, ,,7. 
c) J~oo lui supz hj ( u, z )du < 00 for j = 1,2,5 and 6. 

d) J~oo J: lulhj(u,z)dudz < 00 ,for j=l and 5. 

e) J~oo J:hj(u,z)dudz < 00, for j=2 and 6. 
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Assumption 4. 

1. The kernel function K(w) on R2 is continuously differentiable and has a bounded support.3 

2. f K(w)dw = 1 and f wK(w)dw = O. 
3 

3. The bandwidth sequence {an} with an > 0, converges to zero at a rate such that limn _ oo ~a~ = 
00 and limn _ oo na! = O. 

4. The {~n} is a positive sequence with the properties that limn _ oo ~n = 0 but limn _ oo ~ = 
00. 

The conditions in the first assumption are some basic regularity conditions for the model. 
The regressors x are trimmed in assumption 1(6) to guarantee that, for each {3 E 0, the set 
{xlx{3 > Xj{3} is nonempty. This trimming procedure and the assumption 1(7) together will 
guarantee that the probability fz713 f:;13 g( u, zl(3)dudz is strictly positive for each Xi E X and 
(3 E 0. '''.the assumption 1(7) will always be satisfied if the disturbance u is a random variable 
unbounded from above. The trimming of the regressors is arbitrary but can be easily done in 
practice if some of the relevant regressors have unbounded supports. One can simply trim out all 
the tails of such regressors. If all the regressors were bounded, it would require some know ledges on 
where some of the interior points would be located." The conditions in assumption 2 are continuity 
and differentiability conditions for the density function of the indices (y - x{3, x(3) and some related 
conditional expectation functions. They can be implied by more basic regularity conditions on the 
joint density function of y and x. However, these conditions are more direct. Both these conditions 
and the conditions in assumption 3 are used to quarantee the convergence of the nonparametric 
kernel estimates in (2.5) and (2.6) and their derivatives to some proper limit functions. The 
conditions in assumption 3 permit the interchange of limiting operators and integral operators 
for the non parametric functions and guarantee that the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem 
(LDe) is applicable. Assumption 4 specifies the kernel function and the rates of convergence for 
the bandwidth and trimming parameters. For the proposed estimation method, since the rate of 
convergence of the bandwidth parameter an is not too slow, there is no need to select high order 
kernel function with zero second order moment and hence the kernel function can be chosen as a 
positive density function which in general can simplify the computations. 

As an illustrative example for the validity of the regularity conditions in the assumptions 1 to 
3, consider the following simple model 

y = {3ox + u 

where (3o 1: 0, the true distribution of the disturbance u is N(j.I., q~) and the distribution of x 
is N (0, q;). The trimming set X can be constructed by trimming the tails of the values of x. 
The regularity conditions in assumption 1 are obviously satisfied as long as the compactness of 
the parameter space is maintained. The uniform continuity assumptions are trival. The only 
regularity conditions which are less familiar are the conditions in assumption 3. Let q~ denote the 
variance of y and t(·) denote the standard normal distribution function. The probability for y 
being truncated is t( -!-). For any value of (3, the normality of u and x implies that the random 

• 
variables u({3) = y - x{3 and z({3) = x{3 are bivariate normal. Let E({3) denote the corresponding 
covariance matrix of (u({3), z({3)). The density function of (u({3), z({3)) conditional on y > 0 is 

g( u, zl(3) = t( ~) 21!'IE(~)Il/2 exp{ - ~(u - j.I., z)E-
1
({3)( u - j.I., z)'} . 

• 
Its first and second order derivatives are 
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a~g(u,zlf3) = -E-1(f3)(U - J,L,Z)'g(u,zlf3) 

and 

a:;w' g( u, zl(3) = {E-1 (f3)( U - J,L, Z)' (U - J,L, Z )E-1 (f3) - E-1 (f3)}g( u, zl(3) 

where w = (u,z)'. Let AIc(f3) where k = 1,2 be the characteristic roots of E-1(f3). Since the 
parameter space e of f3 is compact, there exists a positive constant ~ such that 

~ ::; minlc,t3ee{AIc(f3)}. 

Let A = ~l2 be a diagonal marix in R2. It follows that E-l 2! A. and 

1· , ~ 2 ~2 
exp{ - 2 (u - J,L, z) E -1 (u - J,L, z) } ::; exp { - 2" (u - J,L) } exp{ - 2" z } 

for all u and z. Therefore, 

~ ~ 
g(u,zlf3)::; cexp{-2"(u - J,L)2}exp{-2"z2}} 

where c = 1 t . For any neighborhood N6( u, z) of (u, z) with radius 6, the function 
211'4( f;) min6E8 IE(t3)1 

~ 2 ~ 2 
hl(U,Z) = cexp{-2"(u - J,L - 6) }exp{-2"(z - 6) } 

will dominate the density function g( u, zl(3) uniformly as in assumption 3( 1a). This function 
satisfies also the bounded ness and integrability conditions in assumption 3. Since E(xlu(f3) = 
u,xf3 = z) = ~ ::; cllzl where Cl = maxt3ee ~ is finite as 0 f/. e, the function h2(u,z) = ctizlh1(u,z) 
will satisfy the conditions in assumption 3. Remaining conditions can similarly be verified. 

The required rate of converge of the bandwidth parameter an in assumption 4 is relatively 
fast because the nonparametric functions An(Xi,6) and Bn(xi,6) in (2.5) and (2.6) are essentially 
estimates of some probability and moment functions. Kernel estimates of probability and moment 
functions have faster rates of convergence than the corresponding kernel density estimates (see, 
e.g., Rao[20]). This can be easily seen from the following expressions. By a change of variables in 
the integral, 

and 

(3.2) 

where Uj(f3) = Yj - Xjf3. Under the assumed regularity conditions, it can be shown tha.t 

An(Xi,f3)..!.... [00 /00 ug(u,zlf3)dudz 
}x,t3 -XifJ 

(3.3) 

and 
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Bn(Xi, (3) 2.... [':X> JOO g( u, zl(3)dudz 
}x;13 -x;13 

(3.4 ) 

uniformly in (Xi, (3) E X x 9. Hence 

(3.5) 

uniformly in (Xi, (3) E X x 0. 
The uniform convergence of En(Xi,f3) will imply that the sample objective function Qn(f3) in 

(2.7) where 

(3.6) 

converges in probability uniformly in 13 E 0 to Q*(f3) where 

Q*(f3) = E{Ix(x)(y - xf3 - E(x,f3))2} (3.7) 

and 
E(x,f3) = E(y - xf3ly - xf3 > -xif3, xf3 > xi(3). (3.8) 

Under the identification condition that 130 is the unique minimizer of Q*(f3), the estimator 
~ will be consistent (Amemlya[l]). The true parameter 130 is the unique minimizer if whenever 
13 ¥: 130, 

E{Ix(x)lxf3o + E(ulu > -xf3o) - xf3 - E(x,f3)l} ¥: o. 
This is equivalent to the condition that, whenever 13 ¥: 130, 

J:13• uf( u )du J:; J:13 ug( u, zl(3)dudz 
xf30 + Joo ¥: xf3 + foo Joo 

-x13. f( u )du x13 -x13 g( u, zl(3)dudz 
(3.9) 

with positive probability on X. This identification condition (3.9) is a global identification con
dition. This condition will, in general, likely be satisfied because the expression on the righthand 
side involes the distribution function G( x) of the explanatory variables x while the lefthand side 
does not. This becomes clear if it is rewritten explicitly in terms of the density function f( u) of u 
and G( x). Algebraically, it is unlikely that the complicated function, 

J{x\z; tJ<xtJ} J:;tJ+xtJ-xtJ. (u + xf30 - x(3)f( u )dudG( x) J:; tJ. uf( u )du 

J{x\x;tJ<xtJ} J:; 13+x13-xtJ. f( u )dudG( x) - J:; tJ. f( u )du 

can be simplified to xif30 - Xif3 for all Xi E X when 13 ¥: 130' This identification condition can also 
be illustrated geometrically as in Figure 2. The right hand side expression in (3.9) at x = Xi is 
the truncated mean of y - (xf3 - Xi(3) on the region {(x, y)ly > xf3 - xif3 > O}. The identification 
condition will be satisfied if for some Xi E X the truncated mean of y - (xf3 - xi(3) on the region 
AxjC differs from the truncated mean of y - (xf3o - xif3o) on the region AXiB. In addition to the 
above global identification condition, we can also look at some local identification conditions from 
the asymptotic distribution of the estimator as decribed below. 

Since the sample objective function for the SNLS estimation in (3.6) is smooth, asymptotic 
distribution of the SNLS estimator can be investigated with Taylor series expansion. The SNLS 
estimator ~ from (2.7) satisfies the first order condition: 
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1 ~ ( {3' E ( {3')) [, 8En(Xi'~)1 0 ;; (;t Ix(xi) Yi - Xj - n Xj, Xj + 8{3 =. (3.10) 

By a Taylor expansion at {3o, 

(3.11) 

wher jj lies between ~ and {3o. The asymptotic distribution of the estimator depends on the 
convergence properties of the first and second order derivatives of the nonparametric functions. 
Under our assumptions, it can be shown tha.t 

uniformly in Xi E X, where ~(-Xj{3o) = 00 -ri/3. is the harzard function of u at -Xj{3o. This 
f(u)du 

-si6. 

limit function is related to the gradient of the truncated regression function in (2.2). Let r( x{3) 
denote the truncated regression function. The derivative of r( x{3) with {3 is 

8 ({3 J:/3 uf( u)du) , f( -x{3) [{3 J:/3uf( U)dUl' 81'(x{3) , 
- X + 00 = x - 00 x + 00 x = x . 
8{3 Lr/3 f( u )du Lr/3 f( u )du Lr/3 f( u )du 8m 

The probability limit in (3.12) is simply 8""J~) [x~ - E(xlx{3o > Xj{3o]. With the uniform convergence 
of the first and second derivatives, it can be shown that 

where 

and 

A = E{ Ix(xd[1 - ~(-Xj{3o)(Xi{3o + E( ulu ~ -xi{3o))]2 

. [Xi - E(xlx{3o > Xi{30)]' [Xi - E(xlx{3o > Xj{3o)]}, 

With the theory of U·statistics (Hoeffding[lO]), we can prove that 
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(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 



1 ~ [, 8En(Xj,/30)] ( /3 E ( /3)) D N( "') Vn ~Ix(x;) Xj + 8/3 Yj - Xj - n Xj, - O,~ 
,=1 

(3.16) 

where 

([ ( )( ' 8E(x;,/30)) 
L: = E Ix Xj Xj + 8/3 €j 

_ r,fJo E(IX(X)(X' + 8E(X,/30))lz) (Uj(/3o) -: E(ulu > -Z))P(Z)dz] 
J-u,(fJo) 8/3 I, p(v)dv 

. [r ( .)(. 8E(xj,/30)). x x, x, + 8/3' €, 

_jZ,fJo E(I ( )( + 8E(x,/30))1 /3 _ ) (Uj(/3o) - E(ulu > -z)) ( )d ]). 
x x X !l/3' X 0 - Z Joo ( )d P Z Z , 

-u,(fJo) U II P V v 
(3.17) 

€j = Yi - Xj/3o - E( ulu > -Xi/3o) and x~ + 8E(;;/Jo) is the limit function in (3.12). Hence the 

estimator /3 is asymptotically normal N(O, A-I L:A -1) i.e., 

(3.18) 

A local identification condition for the model is that the matrix A is invertible. From equa
tion (3.14), the model is locally identified if the function >.( -Xj/3o)(Xj/3o + E( ulu :::: -Xj/3o)) is 
not identically equal to 1 on X and the components of Xj - E(xlx/3o > Xj/3o) are not linearly 
dependent. The latter condition would likely be satisfied if there were no multicollinearity among 
the explanatory variables. For the simple regression model, the latter condition is always satisfied 
as Xj - E(xlx > x;) < 0 when /30 > 0 and Xj - E(xlx < x;) > 0 when /30 < 0 on X. 

There are some similarities between the covariance matrix of our estimator and the covariance 
matrix of a parametric nonlinear least square estimator. If the functional form E(y - x/3ly - x/3 > 
-xi/3, x/3 > Xj/3) were known, a parametric nonlinear least square estimation could be 

min ~ t Ix(xj)(Yj - Xj/3 - E(y - x/3ly - x/3 > -Xj/3, x/3 > Xj/3))2. 
fJ n j=1 

Let jj be the estimator. From the classical theory of nonlinear regression analysis, fo(jj - .30 ) 

would converge in distribution to N(O, A-I f2A -1) where 

n = E {I ( ) [, 8E(X,/30)] 2 [ 8E(X,/30)]} a X X X + 8/3 € X + 8/3' . 

The asymptotic covariance matrix of /3 differs from the asymptotic covariance matrix of i3 
in that L: contains additional terms which are not in f2. These additional terms reflect the error 
of replacing E(xj,{3) by the sample estimate En (xj,/3). It is interesting to note that our estima
tor is not included in the class of estimation procedures in Andrews [2]. Andrews has provided 
general asymptotic theories for semi parametric estimation methods under certain high level reg
ularity conditions. One of the crucial assumption is an orthogonality condition which quarantees 
that the additional error of replacing unknown functions by nonparametric estimates would not 
have impact on the asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimates. For our estimation, that 
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condition is apparently too strong and is unnecessary for the asymptotic normality theory to fol
low. However, such orthogonality condition within maximum likelihood estimation framework 
does have important implications on efficient estimation. In the adaptive estimation literature 
(Stone[25] and Bickel[4]), certain orthogonality condition implies adaptability. For semiparamet
ric estimation with profile likelihood functions (Stein[24], Schick[22] and Severini and Wong[23]), 
related orthogonality condition implies that the maximum profile likelihood estimator attains the 
semiparametric efficient bound for Vn-consistent estimators. Whether orthogonality condition for 
any other semi parametric estimation methods which are unrelated to likelihood functions has any 
efficiency implication or not is unknown to the author. Anyhow, it is clear from the above asymp
totic results, our estimator does not attain the asymptotic efficiency bound for semi parametric 
estimation of the truncated regression model in Cosslett[9]. Profile likelihood methods would be 
worthy of further research for this model. 

The covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of Vn(~ - 130} is A -1 EA -1. From equation 
(3.13), the matrix A can be consistently estimated by 

(3.19) 

The expression for E in (3.17) seems complicated. However, it can be consistently estimated. 
Motivated by the U statistic theory, we suggest the following estimator for E: 
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4. Some Monte Carlo Results 

Simulated data are generated from the following latent regression equation: 

The true parameters are 

fit = 1.0, i32 = -1.0. 

Through out the simulation experiments, the regressors %1 and %2 are randomly drawn from a 
normal N(O, 1) distribution and a uniform U( -2, 2) distribution, respectively, before truncation. 

Differ~nt experiments are constructed by varying the sample size N, the distribution and 
the variance scale parameter (7 of the disturbances. The disturbances € are generated from three 
different distributions, namely, the standard normal distribution N(O, l)(Normal); a mixed gamma 
and normal distri bu tion( Gamma * Norma!): 

Jo.8Gamma(O, 1) + vo.2N(O, 1) 

and a mixed negative gamma and normal distribution(-Gamma*Normal): 

-{ v'il.8Gamma(O, 1) + vo.2N(O, 1)}, 

where Gamma(O, 1) is a standardized gamma random variate with zero mean and unit variance of 
which the density function is 

€ > -2 

with mode at -to The variances of € are all unity. However, the variances of the equation 
disturbances can be varied by selecting different values for the scale parameter (7. Three different 
scale values, namely, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, are considered which correspond to R2 values about 0.7, 0.5 
and 0.37 respectively for the regession equations before trucation. 

For each simulated data point, the sample (y, %1, %2) where y = y. is kept only when y. > o. 
The sample sizes considered are 30, 50, 100 and 200. For these designs, the dependent variable y. 
of the latent regression equation has zero mean and hence the observed samples are results of 50% 
truncation. 

The kernel function used for our estimation is the Biweight kernel density function: 

K(t) = {~~(1- t
2

)2, for .Itl < 1 
0, otherWise. 

This density has a bounded support and is continuously differentiable. Any bandwidth sequence 
of the form 

an = c/nP 

with t < p < 1 and c being a constant factor independent of sample size, will satisfy the rate 
requirement that na; - 00 and na! - 0. For our experiments, p = 0.3 is set. However, we 
will experiment with different values for the constant factor c so as to investigate the sensitivity 
of our estimates to the chosen bandwith parameter. For the semiparmetric nonlinear least square 
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estimation, the regressors are trimmed whenever IXII > 1.9 or IXll > 1.8 so as to satisfy assumption 
1 which implies that approximately 15% of the data will be trimmed. 

For each case, 300 repetitions of data with the same sample size are generated. All the 
statistics reported below for each case are based on three hundred estimates. The SNLS estimates 
are computed by Gauss-Newton type algorithm. The algorithin works well for our data. With the 
ordinary least square estimates (OLS) from the truncated sample as initial estimates, it converges 
usually in several iterations. Thoughtout the simulation, we have hardly experienced with any 
divergent case.s The iterations, however, may converge to a local minimum. To guard against 
this possibility, a number of altenative starting values for the parameters in addition to the OLS 
estimates are used.6 The simulation results are reported in several tables. 

We experiment with the trimming parameter An to study its effects on the estimates. The 
trimming parameter is set to An = da~·9 where d is a proportional factor. Various values for d 
combined with different sample sizes are tried. The results are reported in Table 1. The mean 
value (Mean), the standard deviation (SD) and the root mean square error (RMSE) are computed 
for 300 simulations for each case. It is interesting to note that the estimates are not sensitive to 
the values of the trimming parameter. By setting the constant factor d to 0, it corresponds to the 
case of no trimming. The biases and the standard deviations of the estimates are essentially the 
same as compared with the estimates with trimming. Trimming designed for the kernel estimates 
does not seem to be necessary for practical purpose.7 

Table 2 reports the simulated results of the SNLE with various sample sizes and different 
variance scales for the disturbances. The sample sizes increase from 30 to 200 and the variance 
scale (1 increases from 1 to 2 as mentioned before. The true parameters are 1 and -1. The biases 
can be computed by comparing the reported mean values and the true parameters. Overall, the 
biases seem to be quite small for the models with small variance ((1 = 1) and the models with 
the negative mixed gamma-normal disturbances even with small sample sizes 30 and 50. For the 
models with normal disturbances and the models with mixed gamma-normal disturbances, the 
biases tend to increase as sample sizes decrease or the variances of the disturbances increase. The 
biases are larger for the models with the mixed gamma-normal distribution than the models with 
the normal distribution. However, for sample size 200, all the biases seem small. The small biases 
are compatible with the biases reported in Tsui el al [26]. As sample size increases, the variances 
or the standard deviations(SD) of the estimates decrease as expected. The rate of decreasing is 
on average compatible with the theoretical ..;n rate. The variances of the estimates increase as 
the variances of the disturbances increase with similar proportions for most the cases. Across the 
three different distributions, the estimates for the models with the negative mixed gamma-normal 
distribution have smaller standard deivations than the other two cases. The standard errors are 
the largest for the models with the mixed gamma-normal distribution. This feature appears also 
in the root mean sqare errors(RMSE) comparison. The RMSE decrease monotonically as sample 
size increases for all the cases and increase as the variances of the disturbances increase for almost 
all the cases. The SNLS estimation procedure performs best for the models with the negative 
mixed gamma-normal disturbances. The disturbances with the negative mixed gamma-normal 
distribution are skew to the left before truncation. On the other hand, the disturbances with the 
mixed gamma-normal distribution are skew to the right. The truncation mechanism for our models 
imply that the left tails of the disturbances are truncated. The better performance for the model 
with the mixed gamma-normal distribution may be related to the fact that it has thinner upper 
tail and smaller variance after truncation than the other two cases. 

Table ~ and Table 4 report the results on comparing the performance of our estimators with 
some other estimators for sample sizes 50 and 100. In Table 3, we can compare the performance 
of our SNLS estimates in column 3 with the OLS estimates in column 1. The OLS estimates are 
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known to be inconsistent for the estimation of the truncated regression models. They are biased 
downward and the biases are about 40% to 50% for our samples. The biases do not decrease as 
sample sizes increase as expected. The biases of our SNLS estimates are about 7% for the model 
with sample size 50 and decrease to 4% as sample size increases to 100. The second column in Table 
3 reports the semiparametric estimates(OLS-SNLS) derived from the Gauss-Newton algorithm with 
the OLS estimates as the starting values for iteration. The biases for such estimates have already 
been reduced substantially. More results on the differences of the OLS-SNLS estimates and the 
SNLS estimates will be discussed later. However, the standard deviations of the SNLS estimates 
are two to three times larger than the corresponding standard deviations of the OLS estimates. 
In terms of the RMSE for samples with size 50, the SNLS estimates do not perform worse but 
also do not perform better than the OLS estimates. However, for samples with size 100, the 
SNLS estimates have smaller RMSE than the OLS estimates. The RMSE are about 18% to 34% 
smaller. The reduction tends to be larger for models with smaller variances. The samples used 
for the est;mates in Table 3 and Table 4 are generated with normal distributed disturbances. The 
normal distribution is symmetric and unimodal. Hence the symmetrically trimmed least squares 
method(STLS) in Powell [18] is also applicable to the estimation of such models. The STLS 
estimates are consistent for such models. In Table 4, we report Powell's STLS estimates. The 
STLS estimates are derived by solving iteratively some. nonlinear normal equations as described 
in the simulation study in Powell [18]. With the symmetric and unimodel restrictions, Powell's 
method can identify not only the regression coefficients but also the intercept of the regression 
equation while our method can only identify the regression coefficients. For fair comparison, we 
assume that the intercept parameter is known which is zero in our case for the computation of 
Powell's estimates. The computations of Powell's estimates do not involve double summations and 
are faster than the computations of our estimates. Comparing the estimates in column 2 and the 
estimates in column 3 in Table 4, there are some interesting patterns. For both sample sizes, the 
biases of Powell's STLS tend to increase substantially as the variance of the disturbances increases 
while the biases of the SNLS estimates increase only slightly. Powell's estimates have smaller 
variances than the SNLS estimates when the variances of the disturbances are small. However, 
when the variance scale parameter (1 increases from 1 to 2, the variances of the STLS estimates 
increase much faster than the SNLS estimates. In terms of RMSE, Powell's STLS estimates perform 
better for models with small variances for the disturbances and the SNLS estimates will be better 
for models with larger variances. A possible explanation is that many observations have been 
trimmed alway in Powell's procedure when the distrubances have thick tails. Some informations 
are lost in the trimming when the disturbances are i.i.d. and are independent with the regressors.8 

In Table 4, we report also the probit nonlinear least squares estimates (Probit NLS). The probit 
NLS estimates are derived from the procedure: 

1 n 4>(~) 
min - L (Yi - xi!3 - (1 ~) 2. 
13,fT n i=l _ t( fT ) 

where <p(.) and t(·) are respectively the standard normal density function and distribution func
tion. When the distrubances are normal distributed, this approach has used the correct parametric 
regession function in the nonlinear least squares estimation. By comparing the probit NLS esti
mates with our SNLS estimates, one can evaluate the loss of efficency of not knowing the correct 
regression function in the nonlinear least square estimation framework. For comparison, the inter
cept is assumed to be known for the probit estimation. The probit NLS have small finite sample 
biases. The largest bias is about 4% for the samples with size 50 and is reduced to 3% when the 
sample size increases to 100. The biases are smaller for models with smaller variances. The SNLS 
have in general 2% to 3% larger biases. Both the standard deviations and the RMSE of the probit 
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NLS estimates are smaller. The ratios of either the standard deviations or the RMSE are about 2 
to 1 for models with variance sca.le ~ = 1 and slightly reduced to about 1.5 to 1 for models with 
~ = 2. 

The results reported above are computed with the bandwidth factor c = 1. To investigate 
the possible sensitivity of the SNLS estimates to the va.lue of the ba.ndwidth parameter, we have 
estimated the models with different va.lues of the bandwidth factors and the results for the SNLS 
estimates are reported in Table 5. The bandwidth factor ranges from 0.1 to 4.0 which represents a 
rather wide range. The means of the estimates for all the three models with different distributions 
are not too different from each other. The absolute va.lues of the means increa.se a.s the va.lue 
of the bandwidth factor increa.ses. The bandwidth factor which provides the smallest bia.ses is 
around c = 2. However, the bandwith factors with sma.ller bia.ses do not necessarily have sma.ller 
varia.nces. The variances of the estimates increa.se a.s the bandwidth factor becomes larger. As 
the bia.ses of the estimates are relatively small, the RMSE inherit from the variances the tendency 
to incre~,:. On this range of bandwidth factors, the estimates with c = 0.1 have the sma.llest 
variance a.nd the RMSE. However, we expect that much sma.ller factors would eventua.lly produce 
estimates with larger RMSE. There is evidence in the results reported in Table 6. The estimates 
in Table 6 are the SNLS estimates derived from using the OLS estimates a.s the starting va.lues for 
the Gauss-Newton iterations. The bia.ses for such estimates tend to be larger due to the presence 
of loca.l minima. The ba.ndwith factor which provides the estimates with the sma.llest RMSE is 
around c = 0.25. With the RMSE criterion, the OLS-SNLS estimates are a.s good a.s or may even 
slightly better than the SNLS estimates. From these results, sma.ll bandwidth factor seems to be a 
favorable choice. However, with sma.ller bandwidth parameter, the lea.st square objective function 
would tend to be less smooth and would have more loca.l minima. With larger bandwidth factor, 
the objective function becomes more smooth. From our experiments with large ba.ndwidth factors, 
iterations with different initia.l estimates tend to converge to each other. By comparing the results 
across Table 5 and Table 6, one can see the evidence. However, over smoothing is not desirable 
a.s both bia.ses and variances of the estimates can become larger. For each sample, the estimates 
derived with different bandwidth parameters may have different va.lues. For our simulation with the 
samples for Table 5, the averages of the within group sample standard deviations are (.129, .119) 
for the estimates of ({3t,/3'l) of the norma.l distribution model; (.157, .170) for the mixed gamma
norma.l distribution model and (.082, .082) for the mixed negative gamma-norma.l distribution. In 
practice, one may report a.ll these estimates or select one of them with some intuitive criteria. One 
possibility is to select the best fitted model in terms of the estimated sum of square residua.ls. 
Another possibility is to take the average va.lues of the estimates. If the selected number for the 
bandwidth factors and their va.lues are not data dependent, the resulted estimates from the above 
criteria should possess the same a.symptotic distribution a.s the origina.l SNLS estimator because 
the limiting distribution of the SNLS does not depend on the va.lue of the bandwidth parameter. In 
Table 5, we construct such estimates. The finite sample properties for the estimates derived from 
the best fitted criterion are reported in the row marked with 'Min'. The bia.ses of such estimates 
are rea.sonably small but the varia.nces are only sma.ller than the estimates with c = 4 and are 
larger than the others. The results for the average estimates (Ave) reported in the la.st row are 
much more encouraging. The bia.ses are sma.ll and the variances are a.lso small a.s compared with 
some of the other estimates. Reporting the average estimate seems a good strategy for this SNLS 
estimation procedure. 
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.. TABLE 1. 

Distance from the x/3 index: 

~n = da~·9 

Design: Normal disturbance, scale 0'=1, bandwidth factor c=l 

d 0.0 0.1 >0.1 
N Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 

30 /31 .965 .508 .501 .968 .474 .467 .963 .459 .453 
/32 ·1.073 .499 .496 ·1.058 .480 .475 ·1.072 .485 .482 

50/31 
/32 

100 /31 
/32 

200 /31 
/32 

.952 .361 .361 
·1.035 .394 .392 

.991 .238 .237 
·1.036 .263 .264 

.989 .169 .169 
·1.017 .169 .169 

.955 .354 .353 .962 .361 .359 
·1.038 .387 .385 ·1.041 .393 .391 

.990 .243 .242 .999 .246 .245 
·1.037 .258 .259 ·1.032 .257 .258 

.991 .166 .166 .992 .165 .165 
·1.016 .167 .167 ·1.019.170.170 

Note: For the third block, (N=30, d=0.2), (N=50, d=0.3), (N=100, d=0.5) and (n=200, 
d=1.0). 
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TABLE 2. 

Results of 300 Repetitions with Various Sample Sizes and Scales 

Design: bandwidth factor c = 1 

Norma:! Gamma * N ormaI -Gamma*NormaI 

N Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 
30 fil .965 .508 .501 .996 .546 .537 1.022 .397 .391 

/32 -1.073 .499 .496 -1.033 .518 .510 -1.068 .483 .480 

1.0 50/31 .952 .361 .361 .990 .403 .399 .984 .307 .304 
/32 -1.035 .394 .392 -.998 .409 .405 -1.021 .280 .278 

100/31 .991 .238 .237 .999 .274 .273 .998 .186 .185 
fl2 -1.036 .263 .264 -1.031 .295 .295 -.999 .185 .184 

200/31 .989 .169 .169 .992 .194 .194 1.001 .117 .117 
/32 -1.017 .169 .169 -1.032 .203 .205 -.990 .118 .118 

30 fil .960 .650 .640 .855 . 777 .778 1.018 .509 .501 
/32 -.953 .636 .627 -.877 .758 .755 -.982 .474 .466 

1.5 50/31 .934 .525 .524 .954 .605 .601 .963 .388 .386 
/32 -.947 .434 .433 -.947 .580 .577 -1.022 .407 .404 

100/31 .975 .381 .380 .949 .464 .464 .987 .274 .273 
/32 -.989 .340 .338 -.975 .446 .444 -.982 .266 .265 

200/31 1.006 .241 .240 1.016 .389 .388 .995 .187 .187 
/32 -.997 .263 .262 -1.024 .359 .359 -.985 .178 .178 

30 fil .882 .806 .801 . 770 .932 .945 .951 .648 .639 
/32 -.913 .763 .755 -.869 .908 .902 -1.009 .598 .588 

2.0 50 /31 .937 .614 .611 .827 .811 .821 .951 .521 .518 
/32 -.941 .525 .523 -.865 .741 .746 -.994 .455 .450 

100/31 .961 .452 .451 .865 .632 .643 .972 .365 .364 
/32 -.966 .442 .441 -.899 .549 .556 -1.001 .349 .347 

200/31 1.001 .339 .338 .977 .523 .522 .994 .247 .246 
!l.2 -1.008 .341 .340 -.975 .482 .481 -.994 .220 .220 
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Table 3. 

Comparing The Performance of OLS and Semiparametric NLS 

Design: normal distribution; bandwidth factor c = 1 

N OLS OLS-SNLS SNLS 
(7 Mean SO RMSE Mean SO RMSE Mean SO RMSE 

1.0 i31 .656 .141 .371 .945 .335 .336 .952 .361 .361 
i32 -.616 .140 .408 -.997 .361 .357 -1.035 .394 .392 

50 1.5 i31 .533 .194 .505 .860 .486 .501 .934 .525 .524 
i32 -.497 .152 .525 -.844 .419 .443 -.947 .434 .433 

2.0 i31 .467 .231 .580 .792 .578 .609 .937 .614 .611 
f32 -.441 .173 .585 -.779.470.515 -.941 .525 .523 

1.0 i31 .657 .101 .357 .984 .227 .226 .991 .238 .237 
i32 -.621 .087 .389 -1.013 .239 .238 -1.036 .263 .264 

100 1.5 i31 .539 .138 .481 .937 .358 .362 .975 .381 .380 
i32 -.499 .107 .512 -.937 .316 .321 -.989 .340 .338 

2.0 i31 .471 .152 .550 .883 .408 .422 .961 .452 .451 
i32 -.440 .131 .575 -.882 .392 .407 -.966 .442 .441 

Table 4. 

Comparing The Performance of Consistent Estimators 

Design: normal distribution; bandwidth factor c =-1 

N Probit NLS Powell STLS SNLS 
(7 Mean SO RMSE Mean SO RMSE Mean SO RMSE 

1.0 i31 .987 .181 .180 .991 .230 .228 .952 .361 .361 
i32 -.983 .174 .173 -.938 .232 .238 -1.035 .394 .392 

50 1.5 i31 .972 .327 .325 .847 .462 .482 .934 .525 .524 
i32 -.971 .282 .281 -.772 .403 .460 -.947 .434 .433 

2.0 i31 .961 .461 .458 .775 .621 .655 .937 .614 .611 
i32 -.967 .387 .385 -.617 .505 .630 -.941 .525 .523 

1.0 i31 .992 .123 .123 .996 .155 .154 .991 .238 .237 
i32 -.998 .112 .111 -.980 .140 .141 -1.036 .263 .264 

100 1.5 i31 .990 .230 .229 .898 .359 .371 .975 .381 .380 
i32 -.982 .194 .194 -.854 .325 .355 -.989 .340 .338 

2.0 i31 .984 .299 .298 .758 .482 .537 .961 .452 .451 
i32 -.970 .280 .280 -.707 .418 .509 -.966 .442 .441 
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TABLE 5. 
SNLS with Various Banwidth Factors 

Design: sample size= 100; scale 0'= 1.5 

Normal Gamma*Normal -Gamma*Normal 

Factor Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 

.10 /31 .964 .305 .306 .937 .358 .362 .981 .229 .229 
/32 -.957 .290 .292 -.928 .338 .344 -.975 .213 .213 

.25 /31 .984 .325 .324 .963 .400 .400 .992 .235 .234 
/32 -.968 .332 .332 -.961 .389 .389 -.977 .239 .240 

.50/31 .993 .338 .336 .968 .431 .430 .989 .256 .255 
/32 -.980 .343 .342 -.975 .421 .420 -.976 .243 .243 

1.00/31 .975 .381 .380 .949 .464 .464 .987 .274 .273 
/32 -.989 .340 .338 -.975 .446 .444 -.982 .266 .265 

2.00/31 .979 .402 .401 .967 .508 .507 .984 .286 .285 
/32 -1.017 .393 .391 -1.021 .478 .476 -1.007 .273 .272 

4.00/31 1.078 .440 .445 1.090 .537 .542 1.057 .313 .317 
/32 -1.113 .436 .448 -1.132 .550 .563 -1.089 .329 .339 

Min. /31 1. 006 .435 .433 1.016 .525 .523 1.025 .305 .304 
/32 -1.054 .414 .415 -1.057 .534 .534 -1.034 .302 .302 

Ave. /31 .996 .327 .325 .979 .407 .406 .998 .244 .243 
/32 -1.004 .328 .326 -.999 .389 .387 -1.001 .243 .242 

TABLE 6. 
OLS-SNLS with Various Bandwidth Factors 

Design: sample size=100; scale=1.5 

Norma:I Gamma*Norma:I -Gamma*Normal 

Factor Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 

.10 /31 .832 .275 .321 .743 .296 .391 .899 .210 .232 
/32 -.801 .252 .320 -.665 .259 .423 -.872 .195 .233 

.25 /31 .899 .297 .312 .827 .353 .392 .941 .214 .221 
/32 -.861 .281 .312 -.756 .306 .390 -.914 .216 .231 

.50 /31 .923 .317 .325 .876 .381 .400 .956 .230 .233 
/32 -.900 .320 .334 -.810 .333.382 -.935 .228 .236 

1.00/31 .937 .358 .362 .884 .420 .434 .980 .259 .258 
/32 -.937 .316 .321 -.871 .405 .423 -.960 .234 .236 

2.00/31 .965 .400 .400 .929 .464 .467 .988 .273 .272 
/32 -.989 .358 .356 -.946 .431 .432 -.998 .266 .225 

4.00/31 1. 043 .411 .411 1.078 .536 .539 1.056 .299 .303 
/32 -1.098 .417 .426 -1.101 .519 .526 -1.082 .315 .324 
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5. Proof of Consistency 

The asymptotic properties of our SNLS method depend on the uniform convergence properties 
of the nonparametric function. The following propositions are useful. 

Proposition 1. (A Uniform Law of Large Numbers) Let {Yi} be a sequence of i.i.d. 
random vectors of which moments of all order ezist and Yil"", Yi, be I distinct observations. 
Suppose that the measurable function g(Yil , ..• , Yi" an, a) can be represented in the form, 

( ) 1 ( )h[ S(Yi1"",Yi"a)] 9 Yip"', Yi, , an, a = -;; t Yip"', Yi, Yip" . , Yip .....:.;;;...;.:..;..-~..:...:.-...:.. 
an an 

where an = O(;t; ),p > O,d ~ O,a E Band S(Yil"" , Yi" a) is a finite dimensional vector value 
function, and the following conditions are satisfied: . 

1. B is a compact subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. 
2. The jtJnction t(Yl,' .. , Yl) is bounded by a finite order (say, order 6) polynomial of Yl,' .. , YI, 

i.e., 

It(yt, ... , Yl)1 !5 L L ... L IYll m1 lY2l m
, . "Iydm

, 

ml m, m, 

where ° !5 mj, i = 1,· .. ,1 and ° !5 E~=l mj !5 6. 
3. The function h(·) is a bounded function. 

4. E{t2(Yt, .. ·,Yl)h2 [Yt, ... ,y/, "(!I1.~~v,.a)]} = O(a~) uniformly in a E B, whered!5 d. 

5. The functions h( Yl , ... , Yl, an, s) and s( Yl , ... , Yl, a) satisfy the bounded Lipschizian condition 
of order 1 with respect to a and s, uniformly in Yl, ... , Yl. 9 

11li .....!l... 2d-d th mn_oo 10 nan = 00, en 

uniformly in a E B, where n(l) = n( n - 1) ... (n -l + 1) and the sum En.1 is taken over alll-tuples 
of distinct integers not exceeding n. 

Furthermore, in addition to the above conditions, if 
6. E(g(Yil'''',Yi"an,a» converges to a limit function g-(a) uniformly in a E B, then 

),) Lg(Yil"'" Yi, ,an, a) - g-(a) 2.... 0, 

n.' 
uniformly in a E B. 

Proof. 
This is a uniform law of large number with kernel function in Ichimura and Lee[13] (see also 

Ichimura[12]). 

Lemma 1. Let K(w) be a kernel function with zero mean, i.e., J~oo wK(w)dw = 0, and 
a bounded support D, and g( v 1,8) denote the density function of (u(,8), x,8) with support V = 
{VIVl + V2 > 0, where v = (Vl,V2)}. 

Suppose that there exists a measurable function h( v) such that 

a2 

sup sup II a aw' [E(c(x)l(u(,8),x,8) = w)g(wl,8)] 1I!5 h(v) 
(3 wEN,(v) w 
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for some neighborhood N6( v) of v in V with radius 6 > 0, and 

I: l~ It(u,z)lh(u,z)dudz < 00, 

then 
('XJ ['XJ [1 u - u(j3) z - xj3 ] 

(~~,~)I}xd3+J1"}_XifJt(U,z)E c(x)a~K( an ' an ) dudz 

- (>0 [00 t( u, z )E( c( X )lu(j3) = u, xj3 = z )g( u, zlj3)dudzl = O( a~) 
} x, fJ+J1,. } -x,fJ 

where {.6.n} is a sequence of positive numbers such that limn _ oo .6.n = 0 and limn _ oo ~ = 00. 
a" 

Proof: See appendix 1. 

From the equations(3.1) and (3.2), the variances of the nonparametric functions have obviously 
the following order, 

1 
sup var(An(xj, j3)lxd = O( -) 

(xi,fJ)EXxe n 
(5.1 ) 

and 
1 

sup var(Bn(xj,j3)lxd = O( -) 
(Xi ,fJ)EX xe n 

( 5.2). 

Under assumption 3, lemma 1 implies that 

sup IE(An(xj,j3)lxj) _ [00 [00 ug(u,zlj3)dudzl = O(a~) (5.3) 
(xi,fJ)EXxe }XifJ+J1" }-x,fJ 

and 

sup IE(Bn(xj,j3)lxj) _ r.o [00 g(u,zlj3)dudzl = O(a~). (5.4) 
(xi,fJ)EXxe }x,fJ+J1" }-xifJ 

With the LDC theorem, the assumptions 2 and 3 imply that the limit functions in (5.3) and (5.4) 
are uniformly continuous in (Xj,j3,.6.n) on X x e x [0, 1J. Therefore, 

lim sup IE(An(xj,j3)lxj) _ [00 [00 ug(u,zlj3)dudzl = 0 
n-oo(xi,fJ)EXxe }x,fJ }-x,fJ 

(5.5 ) 

and 

lim sup IE(Bn(xj,j3)lxd _ [00 [00 g(u,zlj3)dudzl = O. 
n-oo (xi,fJ)EXxe }x,fJ }-XifJ 

(5.6 ) 

It follows from these orders of asymptotic biases and the uniform law of large numbers in proposi tion 
1 that 

plimn _ oo sup IAn(Xj,j3) _ [00 [00 ug(u,zlj3)dUdzl = 0 
(x"fJ)EXxe }XifJ }-XifJ 

(5. i) 

and 

plimn _ oo sup IBn(Xj,j3) _ [00 [00 g( u, ZIj3)dUdz l = O. 
(xi,fJ)EXxe }XifJ }-xifJ 

(5.8) 
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On the set X x e, the probability J:13 1:i13 g( u, zl!3)dudz is uniformly bounded away from zero 
by assumption 1(7), therefore . 

J:13 J: i13 ug( u. zl!3)dudz 
plimn _ oo sup En(xj,!3) - foo Joo (u zla)dudz = O. 

(zi,13)EXxe Zi13 -Zi13 9 , fJ 

(5.9) 

Define 

where E(xj,!3) is defined in equation(3.8). Since E(x,!3) is continuous and bounded on the compact 
set Xx e a.nd the second moment of y exists, sUPeX(O,lJ Ix(x )ly-x!3 -E(x. 13)1 2 is integrable. Hence 

the unifor":1 convergence theorem in Amemiya [1] (theorem 4.2.1) implies that Q~(!3) 2...... Q*(f3). 
where Q*(!3) is defined in (3.7), uniformly in 13 E e. On the other hand, 

which implies 

Since 

sup IQn(!3) - Q:(!3)1 
13Ee 

~ sup IE!(x,!3) - E2(x,!3)1 
(z,!3)EXxe 

1 n 

+ 2 sup IEn(x,!3) - E(x,!3)1 . sup - L Ix(xdlYj - xi!3l 
(z,13)EX xe 13Ee n i=l 

2......0. 

Q*(!3) 

= E(/x(x){x!3o + E(ulu > -x!3o) - x!3 - E(x.!3)}2) + var(/x(x)£) 

~ var(/x(x)€), 

130 minimizes Q*({3). The consistency of the SNLS estimator /3 follows under the identification 
condition (3.9). 
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6. Proof of Asymptotic Distribution 

The asymptotic distribution of the SNLS estimator depends on the first and second order 
derivatives of the non parametric functions. 

Lemma 2. Let K(w) be a kernel function with zero mean, i.e., J~oo wK(w)dw = 0, and a 
bounded support, and g( vl,8) denote the density function of (u(,8), x,8) as in lemma 1. Suppose that 
there exists a measurable function h( v) such that 

[)2 
sup sup II [) [) I [E(c(x)l(u(,8),x,8) = w)g(wl,8)] 11$ h(v) 

{3 wEN,(v) w w 

for some neighborhood Ns( v) of v in V with radius C > O. 
(i) If J~oosupz It(u,z)l·supzh(u,z)du < 00, then 

sup 1/00 

t(U,X i ,8)E[c(x)-+K(U - u(,8), Xj,8 + ~n - x,8) ]du 
(Xi ,{3) -Xi{3 an an an -1:

i

{3 t(u,Xj,8)E[c(x)lu(,8) = u,x,8 = Xj,8 + ~n]g(U'Xj,8 + ~nl,8)dul = O(a~). 

(ii) If J~oo supu It( u, z)1 . supu h( u, z )dz < 00, then 

100 [1 -x·,8-u(,8) z-x,8] 
sup I t(-Xj,8,z)E c(x)2K( , , ) dz 

(Xi ,{3) Xi{3+~.. an an an 

_ [00 t(-Xj,8,z)E[c(x)lu(,8) = -Xj,8,x,8 = z]g(-Xj,8,zl,8)dz l = O(a~). 
JXi{3+~ .. 

Proof: See appendix 1. 

Lemma 3. Let F( w) be a bounded function with a bounded support D, and t(·) be any function 
bounded on D. Suppose that there exists a measurable function h( v) such that 

sup sup E[c2(x)l(u(,8),x,8) = w]g(wl,8) $ h(v) 
{3 wEN,(v) 

for some neighborhood Ns( v) of v in V with radius C > O. 
(i) If J~oo sUPu h( u, z )dz < 00, then 

[00 -x',8 - u(,8) 2 
!~,~E({c(x) J!iiJ+: .. ,,-~/J t(z)F[ 'an ,z]dz} ) = O(an ). 

(ii) If J~ sup z h( u, z )du < 00, then 

({ Joo Xj,8 + ~n - x,8 }2) 
!~,~ E c(x) -~,~: .. (/J) t(u)F[u, an ]du = O(an). 

(iii) If sUPv h( v) < 00, then 

supE({c(x)F(-Xj,8 - u(,8), Xj,8 + ~n - x,8]}2) = O(a~). 
Xi,{J an an 
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Proof: See appendix 1. 

Lemma 4. Let K( w) be a differentiable kernel function with a bounded support D and have 
zero mean. Suppose there ezists a measurable function h( v) such that 

sup sup Iia a; ,{E(c(z)l(u(,6),z,6) = W)g(W
'
,6)}11 ~ h(v) 

/3 wEN,(v) w w 

for some neighborhood N6( v) of v in V with radius 6 > O. 
(i) If J~oo supz It(u,z)I' sUPz h(u,z)du < 00, then 

(ii) If J~oo sup" It( u, z)1 . sup" h( u, z )dz < 00, then 

Proof: See appendix 1. 

Lemma 5. Let K(w) be an absolutely integrable function with a bounded support D. Suppose 
that the /unctions g(vl,6) and E(c(z)lv) are uniformly continuous in von V, uniformly in (Xj,,6). 
Then 

lim sup IE[c(z)~K( -Zj,6 - u(,6), Xj!3 + ~n - x,6)] 
n-oo Zi ,/3 an an an 

- E(c(z)l- Zj,6,Zj!3 + ~n)g( -Xj,6,Zj,6 + ~nl,6)1 = 0 

Proof: This lemma generalizes the familiar convergence of kernel density estimates in Rao[20]. 
It has been proved in Ichimura[12] and Ichimura and Lee[13]. For convenient reference, the proof 
can be found in appendix 1. 

The detailed expressions for these derivatives of the nonparametric functions An( xi,,6) and 
Bn(zj,!3) are in appendix 2. With the expressions in (A2.1) and (A2.2), it is easy to see that 

(6.1 ) 

and 
aBn(Zj,,6) I ( 1 

sup var( 8,6 Xj) = 0 -). 
(zi,/3)EXxe nan 

(6.2) 

The asymptotic biases of these derivatives can be derived from lemma 1 and lemma 2 applied to 
the equations (A2.3) and (A2.4): 
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8A (x /3) 100 JOO sup IE( n j, Ixd - { - E(xlu, z)g( u, zl/3)dudz 
(x",:3)EXx9 8/3 x;,:3+~.. -x.,:3 

-[:;,:3 uE(xj - xlu,Xj/3 + D. n)g(u,Xj/3 + D.nl/3)du (6.3) 

_ Xj/3 [00 E(xj - xl- Xj/3,z)g( -Xj/3,zl/3)dz}! = O(a;) 
Jx;,:3+~ .. 

and 

1 

8Bn(xj,/3) {1°O I /3) ( I sup E( 8/3 Ixd - E(xj - x - Xj , Z 9 -Xj/3, z /3)dz 
(x;.,:3)EXx9 x.,:3+~ .. 

-[:;,:3 E(xj - xlu,xj/3 + D.n)g(u,Xj/3 + D.nl/3)du}j = O(a;). 

(6.4) 

The uniform law oflarge numbers in proposition 1 and lemma 3 imply that when limn_ oo ~ = 00, 

. 18An(Xj,/3) { 100 
JOO (I ) ( I) phmn _ oo sup 8/3 - - E x u, z 9 u, z /3 dudz 

(x;.,:3)EXx9 x;,:3 -x;i3 

- [:ii3 uE(Xj - XIU,Xj/3)g(u,xj/3I/3)du (6.5) 

_ Xj/3 [00 E(xj - xl- Xj/3,z)g(-Xj/3,zl/3)dz}1 = 0 
JX;i3 

and 
. 18Bn(Xj,/3) {1°O (I ( I phmn _ oo sup 8/3 - E Xj - x - Xj/3, z)g -Xj/3, z /3)dz 

(x;.i3)EXx9 x;i3 

_ JOO E(xj _ xlu,xj/3)g(u,xj/3I/3)du}1 = O. 
-x;i3 

(6.6 ) 

As 

(6. i) 

the limit of 8E"J~i.i3) follows from the results in (5.8), (5.9), (6.5) and (6.6). At /30' the limit function 

can be simplified to the one in equation(3.12) since g( u, zl/3o) = Joo JL(U)P(Z) . Similarly, 
J(u)p(z)dudz 

-00 -.I 

with the lemmas 2 and 4 applied to the equations (A2.7) and (A2.8) and the uniform law of large 
3 

numbers and lemma 3 applied to the equations(A2.5) and (A2.6), when limn _ oo ~a~ = 00, the 

second order derivatives 83 

~.ab~"i3) and 8~ :a~~"i3) will converge in probability uniformly to the 
second order derivatives of the functions A(xj,/3) and 8(xj. /3), i.e., 

(6.8) 

and . I 82Bn(Xj,/3) 82B(Xj,/3) I 
plimn_ oo sup ~/3~/3' - ~/3~/3' = O. 

(x;,i3)EXx9 U U U U 

(6.9) 

In addition to the above functions, the following nonparametric function is also an important one: 
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The variance of this function and its asymptotic bias are 

(6.11) 

and 

(6.12) 

The later equation follows from lemma 1 and the fact that Jx7i3.+~ .. J: ii3JE( ulu > -xil3a) -
u]g( u. zl.Ba)dudz = O. 

The uniform convergence of 8E"J~i .,(3) to its limit function 8E~~ .,a) in probability implies that 
1· na. as Imn _ oo In n = 00. 

II; ~IX(Xj){(X~ + 8En~;j,p))(x, + 8E~;:.P») _ (x~ + 8E~~.P»)(X' + 8E1~j,'P))}1I 

II( ~ 8En(Xj.P»(. 8En(xj.P») _ (~ 8E(xj.P»(. 8E(xj,P)11 
::; sup x, + 8~ x, + 8~' x, + 8~ x, + 8 m 

(xi.i3)EXxe fJ fJ fJ fJ 

2... o. 

On the other hand. the uniform law of large numbers in Amemiya [1] implies that 

!. ~I ( .)( ~ 8E(xj • .B»)(. 8E(xj • .B» 
n ~ x x, x, + 8.0 x, + 8.0' 

,=1 
2... E[I ( )(' 8E(x,.B»)( 8E(x • .B»] 

x x x + 8.0 x + 8.0' 

uniformly in .0 E e. The result (3.13) follows as P is a consistent estimator of .0 and the limit 
function is continuous in .B. 

Since 

82 En(x, • .B) 
8.08.0' 

= 1 (82An(xj • .B) _ E ( . ~)82Bn(x, • .B) 
Bn(xj,.B) 8.08.0' n X"fJ 8.08.0' 
_ 8Bn(xj • .B) 8En(xj • .B) _ 8En(xj • .B) 8Bn(xj • .B») 

8.0 8.0' 8.0 8.0" 

the uniform convergence of the nonparametric functions implies that 
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The familia.r uniform law of iarge numbers for LLd variables implies that 

1 ~ 82 E(xj,/3) 82 E(x,/3) p 
sup 11-~ Ix(xd(Yi - Xj/3 - E(xj, /3)) 8/38/3' - E(lx(x )(y - x/3 - E(x, /3)) 8/38/3' )11 -- O. 
,8E6 n i=1 

At /3 E(I ( )( /3 E( /3 )) 82E(x,go)) E(I ( ) 8l E(x,g.)) 0 A /3-' . t t 
0, X x Y - x 0 - x, 0 8,88{3' = X X € 8{38,8' =. S IS a consls en 

estimator of /30 and the limit function is continuous in /3, the result (3.15) holds. 
From the construction of En(xj,/3), 

1 n n 100 foo 1 /3 . u-u' z-x' 0 

= fo(n - 1) L L Ix(xd. . (Yi - Xj/3o - u);;;-K(~, a] )dudz 
j=1 ji'i x.{3o+~.. -x,{3. n n n 

. [ , + 8En (x j ,/30)] IB ( , /3 ) 
XI 8/3 n x" 0 . 

(6.13 ) 
Let B(Xi,/3,6.n) = J::,8+~" J:;{39(u,zl/3)dudz be the limit function in equation(5.4); A(xj,/3'~n) 
the limit function in (5.3); 8B(x&,%,~") the limit function in (6.4) and 8A(X8'g'~ .. ) the limit func

tion in (6.3). Furthermore, let 8E(x8'g.~ .. ) = {8A(x8'g·~ .. ) - ~f~::~:!:~ 8B(x8·g·~")}/B(Xi,/3'~n). 
Equation(6.13) can then be rewritten as 
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where Cn(Xj,{3o) is defined in equation(6:10). To derive the asymptotic distribution in (3.16), we 
will show that the last two terms in the above expansion are asymptotically negligible and the first 
term is asymptotically normally distributed. By a Taylor expansion, 

(x: + c3E"b~!P.») (xi + c3E(Xi~'!~"») 
Bn(Xj,{3o) B(Xj, {3o, Don) 

1 8Bn(Xj,{30)( ( {3) ({3 » 
= - B~(Xi,{3o) 8{3 An Xj, 0 - A Xi, o,Don 

+ _ 1 (8An(Xi,{30) _ 8A(Xj,{30,Don») 
B~(Xi,{3o) 8{3 8{3 

_ { 1 ~ 2 8An(Xi,{30) _ 3An(Xi,{30) 8Bn(Xi,{30)} 
_ XI + - 8 -

B;(Xi,{3o) B~(Xi,{3o) {3 B~(Xi,{3o) 8{3 

. (Bn(Xi,{3o) - B(Xj,{3o,Don)) 

_ ~n(Xi,{3o) (8Bn(Xi, {3o) _ 8B(Xi,{30, Don» 
B~(Xi' {3o) 8{3 8{3 

where Bn(Xi,{3o) is a value between Bn(Xi,{3o) and B(Xi,{3o,Don) and the other terms with tilde 
are similarly defined. It follows that 

1 , 2 8An(xj,{3o) 3An(Xj,{3o)8Bn(xj,{30) 
+ :.~~ B~(Xi,{3o) Xi + B~(Xi,{3o) 8{3 - B~(Xi,{3o) 8{3 

1 n 

. v'n ~Ix(XdIC,,(xi,{3o)I'IB"(Xi,{3o) - B(Xi,{3o,D.,,)1 

+ sup ~;(Xi,{30) . _1 t [X(Xj},C,,(Xi,{3o)'.11 8Bn(Xi,{30} _ 8B(Xi,{30, Don} II. 
xiEX B,,(Xj,/Jo) v'n i=1 8{3 8{3 

(6.15) 
To show that these terms converge to zero in probability, the following theorem is useful. 

Lemma 6. Let !,,(Xl!'" ,Xi-I, Xi+!,"', Xn; X;) and g,,(Xl!' .. , Xi-I, Xi+l!'" , Xn; xd be two 
sequences of random functions of an i.i.d. sample {Xi}. Suppose that 

1. SUPXi IE(f,,(xl!'" ,Xn; xdlxd -fn(xdl = O(a~I), 
2. SUPXi IE(gn(Xl,'" ,X,,; xi)lxd - g~(xi)1 = 0(a~2) 
3. sUPx.lvar(f,,(x}, ... ,x,,;xdlxdl = O(~), and • no.. 

4· sUPx·lvar(g,,(xl,···,x,,;xdl xd/ = 0(--1,,). , n~ 

[12 > 0 2 >0 1· r1+r2 d l' 2("1+"2) 0 th 81 > r2 _ I S2 > rl _ , Im,,_co na" = 00 an Im,,_co nan =, en 
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plimn_ oo ~ t Ifn(Xt,"', Xn; Xj) - fn(xdl ·lgn(Xt, .. · ,X n; Xi) - g~(xdl = o. 
V I. ,=t 

Proof: See appendix 1. 

All the factors with supremum operators are bounded in probability. For Cn(Xi,,i3o), the 
corresponding factors rt and 81 in the above lemma are rl = 0 and 81 = 2 from (6.11) and (6.12). 
For the function An(xj,,8o) - A(xj,,i3o, ~n) ,r2 = 0 and 82 = 2 from (5.2) and (5.3). Since our 
assumption 4 for the rate of convergence of the bandwidth sequence implies limn_oo na~ = 0, it 
follows from lemma 6 that 

(6.16) 

Similarly, 

(6.17) 

For the functions c3A"J~.i3.) - c3A(X;,i3;'~") and c3B"~~,i3.) - c3B(xaf};'~"), r2 = 1 and 82 = 2 from the 

equations(6.1) and (6.4). Since limn_oo nan = 00 and limn_oo na~ = 0, we have also 

(6.18 ) 

and 

_1 ~ I ( ')IC ( . a )1.1 8Bn(xj,,8o) _ 8B(xj,,8o, ~n) 1 2- 0 (6.19) 
y'n t;r X X, n X,,}Jo 8,8 8,8 . 

Therefore, all the terms in equation(6.15) converge in probability to zero. 
The third term in equation(6.14) can be decomposed into the sum of two terms: 

By a Taylor expansion up to the second order, 
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8En(x;,/30) 8E(x;,/30,Don) 
8/3 8/3 

= _ 1 8B(x;,/30,Don)(A ( . /3 ) _ A( . /3 Do» {2A(x;,/30,Don) 8B(x;,/30'~n) 
B2(x;,/30,Don) 8/3 n x" 0 x" 0, n + B3(x;,/30, Do n.) 8{3 

1 8 A( x;, /30' Don.) } « ) ( 
- B2(x;, {30, Don) 8/3 Bn x;,/3o - B X;, {30, Don» 

+ 1 (8An(x;,/30) _ 8A(x;,/30,Don» 
B(x;, {30, Don) 8/3 8/3 

_ A(x;,{3o,Don) (8Bn(x;,/30) _ 8B(x;,/30,Don» 
B2(x;,/30, Don) 8/3 8/3 

+ {
• 1 8An(x;,/30) _ 3~n(X;,/30) 8iJn.(X;,{30)} (B (x. /3 ) _ B(x· /3 Do »2 
B~(x;,/3o) 8/3 B~(Xi,/3o) 8/3 n " 0 " 0, n 

+. 2 8iJn~~,/3°)(An(X;,/30) _ A(x;,/3o,Don»(Bn(x;,{3o) - B(x;,/3o,Don» 
B~( x;, /30) 

• 1 (A (x· f3 ) _ A(x· {3 Do »( 8Bn.(x;,{30) _ 8B(x;,/30,Don» 
B~(x;,/3o) n ".0 " 0, n 8{3 8/3 

• 1 (B (x. /3 ) _ B(x· /3 Do »(8An(x;,/30) _ 8A(x;,/30, Don.» 
B~(x;,/3o) n " 0 " 0, n 8/3 8/3 

+ 2~n.(x;,/3°)(B (x' /3 ) - B(x· /3 Do »( 8Bn.(x;,/30) _ 8B(x;,{30,Don». 
B~(x;,/3o) n " 0 " 0, n. 8{3 8/3 

(6.21) 
Substituting this expansion into the right hand side of equation (6.20), one can see that with 
similar arguments in the previous proof for (6.16)-(6.19) all the terms associated with the second 
order terms converge to zero in probability. So it remains to show that the terms associated with 
the first order terms will converge to zero in probability. 

Consider the following term: 

The mean of the second component on the right hand side of (6.22) is zero and its variance is 
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from equation(5.3). Hence this component converges to zero in probability. To prove that the first 
compone"'t on the right hand side of (6.22) converges to zero in probability, the following lemma 
will be useful. 

Lemma 7. Suppose that (€i,xd, i = 1,"',n are i.i.d. samples with the properties that 
(i) E(€ilxd = 0, sup:!:; var(€ilxd = 0(1) and 

(ii) E(ln(€j,xilxi,an)lxd = 0, and sup:!:, var(ln(€j,Xj,xi,an)lxd = O(al~) where j ~ i, 
then 

Proof: See appendix 1. 

Denote 

where /3, is the lth component of /3, and 

is a single term in the summation in An(Xi,/3o). Equation(.5.1) implies that 

sup E(l~( €j, x j, Xi, an )IXi) 
:!:; 

1 

1 8B(Xi' /30, Don) 12 
5 sup B2( . /3 A) 8/3 sup var(An,j(Xi,/3o)) 

:!:;EX XI! 0, '-J.n , x,EX 

= 0(1) 

and hence it follows from lemma 7 that 

This proves that 
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Similarly, 

Equation(6.3), equation(6.1) and lemma 8 imply that 

and 

which converge to zero. The variance of 

1 ~I ( ) A(Xi,,8o'~n) (8Bn(Xi,,8o) 8B(Xi,,8o'~n»). 
-~ X X· E' -
fo i=l "B2(Xi,,8o'~n) 8,8 8,8 

has the same order. These prove that the terms in equation(6.20) converge to zero in probability. 
The first term in equation(6.14) is a U-statistics. The following theorem generalizes slightly the 

central limit theorem for U-statistics in Hoeffding[10J and has been used in Ichimura and Lee[13]. 

Lemma 8. Let Yi, i = 1"", n be an i.i.d. sample and ~n(Yt. Y2, an) be a vector valued 
random function with bandwidth sequence an where an > 0 and an = o( 1). Suppose that 
(1) E(~n(Yl'Y2,an» = O(a~), 
(2) var( ~n(Yl! Y2, an» = O( -1,:-) and 

a" 
(3) 

lim E{[E(~n(Yt.Y2,an)lyd + E(~n(Y2'Yl,an)lydl' n-oo 

. [E(~n(Yl'Y2,an)lyd + E(~n(Y2'Yl,an)lyd]'} 
=E 

exists. 
If limn_oo foa~ = 0 and limn_oo na~ = 00, then 
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Proof: See appendix 1. 

Let Sj = (Xj, yd be the sample observation i. Denote 

~ n ( Sj, S j , an) 

1
00 100 1 /3 (Xl + oE(x .. i3.,A .. )) 

U - Uj Z - Xj 0 1 00 
= Ix(xj) (Yj - Xj/3o - u)-2 K(--, )dudz B(· /3 ~) . 

xi,a.+A.. -Xi,a. an an an X" 0, n 

By the LDC theorem, 

lim E(~n(Sj,Sj,an)lsj) n-oo 

1
00 100 (Xl + 8E(Xi ,,a.)) 

= Ix(xd (Yj - Xj/3o - u)g( u, zl/3o)dudz I B(x. ;:) 
Xi,a. -x.{3. " 0 

_ I ( .)( ~ + 8E(Xj,/30)) . - x XI XI 8/3 €1 

where B(xj,/3o) = limn _ oo B(xj, /30' ~n) = Jx'7i3. J: ii3• g( u, zl/3o)dudz. On the other hand, 

E(~n(sj, Sj, an)lsd 

{ 1 E[I ( )(' 8E(Xj,/30'~n))1 1 
= E B(xj,/3o'~n) x Xj Xj + 8/3 Xj/3o 

. [00 [00 (Uj _ u)~J( (u - Uj , Z - Xi/3o )dudz} 
iXii3o+A .. i- xii3. an an an 

because B(xj,/3o,tln ) is a function of Xj/3o. By a change of variables in the integral, 

[.00 [00 (Uj _ u)~J((u - Uj, Z - xi(30)dudz 
irj{3.+A .. i-xj{3o an an an 

= [00 Joo (Uj _ Ui - anWdJ((WI,W2)dwIdw2 
J~j~.+A"-.ifj. -.;fJ.-~. 

ca" a" 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

which converges to Uj - Uj if Xj/3o < xi/3o and -Xj/3o < Ui; to (Uj - ud J~oo Jooo K( WI, W2 )dWIdw2 
if Xj/3o < xi/3o and -Xj/3o = Uj; and to 0, otherwise. The event -Xj/3o = Uj occurs with probability 
zero. By the LDC theorem, 

(6.26) 
Similar to the equations{6.1l) and (6.12), vaT(~n(Si,Sj,an)) = 0(1) and E(~n(sj,sj,an)) = 
O(a;). The asymptotic distribution in (3.16) follows from lemma 8 as y'na; - O. 
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7. Proof of Consistency of Covarian(!e Estimation 

Let 
Hn(x,{3) = Ix(x)(x' + 8Ea~,{3))j Bn(x,{3), 

( ' 8E(x,{3) )jB( {3 ) H(x,{3) = Ix(x) x + 8{3 x, ,Lln 

and 

Then, 

1 n n n 
= (3) L L L [Hn(xj,{3)S(Xj, Yj,Xj, Yj, {3, an, Lln) + Hn(xj,{3)S(Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj,{3, an, Lln)] 

n j=1 #j /C~i.j 

. [Hn(Xj,{3)S(Xj, Yj,X/C, y/c,{3, an, Lln) + Hn(x/c, {3)S(x/c, Y/c, Xi, Yj, {3,an, Lln)]' 
(7.2) 

Define 

1 n n n 
= (3) L L L [H(xj,{3)S(Xj,Yj,xj,Yj,{3,an,Lln) + H(xj,{3)S(Xj,Yj,Xj,Yj,{3,an,t:.n )] 

n j=1 j~i /C~i.j 

. [H(xj,{3)S(Xj, Yi,X/C, y/c,{3, an, Lln) + H(x/c, {3)S(x/c, Yk, Xi, Yj,{3, an, Lln)]' 
(7.3) 

By a change of variables in the integral in (7.1), 

S(Xj,Yi,XJ',YJ.,{3,an,Lln) = t JO 

(JtJ (Uj({3) _ u).({3) - anwt}K(wl,W2)dwldw2. 
}!i#+t:l."--j# }::-i#-"j(#) 

0." 0" 

which implies that the associated factors of En({3) are d = 0 and d = 0 for proposition 1. It follows 
from the uniform law oflarge numbers for the U-statistics in proposition 1 that as n goes to infinity 

uniformly in {3 E e. For any sequence {3n converging to {3, 

lim E[H(xj,{3n)S(Xi, Yi, Xj, Yj,{3n, an, Lln) + H(xj, {3n)S(Xj, Yj, Xj, Yi, {3n, an, Lln)IXj, Yi] 
n-oo 

= G(Xj,Yi,{3) 
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a.e., where 

G(Xj,Yj,p) 

= Ix(xd(xj + 8E~;, P)) [Yj - Xjp - E(y - xPiy - x/3 > -XjP, XP > XiP)] 

j Xi/3 E(Ix(x)(x + 8E(x,m )Jz) joo 
- B( ) 813 (Ui(P) - U )g( u, zJp)dudz 

-Ui (13) z -z 

where B(z) = B(x,p) is a function of xp (see (6.23)-(6.26)). It follows that 

The func';:on E(En(p»)is continuous in (an,p) E (0, 1J x e. Entend this function by defining it at 
an = 0 with the above limit. This extended function is continuous in (an' /3) E [0, 1J x e and hence is 
uniform continuous on this compact set. Therefore, E(En(/3) converges to E(G(x, y,/3)G'(x, y,!3)) 
uniformly in /3 E e. At /3 = /30, 

G( Xj, Yj, /30) 

( )( 8E(Xj,/30») 
= Ix Xj Xj + 8/3 €j 

j Xit3. 8E(x /3 ) p(z) 
- E(Ix(x)(x + 8~ 0 )Jz)(Uj - E(uJu > -z» 100 () dz 

-Ui Z P v dv 

and E(G(x, y, /3o)G'(x, y,/3o» = E. Since J is consistent, En(J) 2.... E. The proof will be com

pleted if En(/3) - En(/3) 2.... 0 uniformly in /3 E e. 

1 n n n 
= (3) L L L {(Hn(xj,/3) - H(xj,/3))H~(xj,/3) 

n j=1 j:j:.j k:j:.i,j 

. S(Xi' Yi, Xj, Yj, an,/3,~n)S(Xi' Yi,Xk, Yk, an, /3, ~n) 

+ (Hn(Xi, /3) - H(Xi,/3))H~(Xk' /3)S(Xj, Yj, X j, Yj, an, /3, ~n)S(Xk' Yk, Xj, Yj, an, /3, ~n) 

+ (Hn(xj, /3) - H(Xj,/3))H~(Xj,/3)S(Xj, Yj,Xj, Yj, an,/3, ~n)S(Xj, Yj,Xk, Yk, an,/3, ~n) (7.4) 

+ (Hn(xj,/3) - H(xj,/3))H~(Xk,/3)S(Xj, Yj, Xi, Yj, an,/3, ~n)S(Xk' Yk, Xj, Yj, an, /3, ~n) 

+ H(Xj,/3)(Hn(Xi,f3) - H(Xj,/3))' S(Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj, an, /3, ~n)S(Xj, Yj, xk, Yk, an,/3, ~n) 

+ H( Xi, /3)(Hn(XICI 13) - H( Xk, /3))' S( Xj, Yj, X j, Yj, an, /3, ~n)S( X k, Yk, Xj, Yj, an, /3, ~n) 

+ H(xj,/3)(Hn(Xi,f3) - H(Xj,/3»' S(Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj, an, /3, ~n)S(Xj, Yj, Xk, Yk, an,/3, ~n) 

+ H(xj,/3)(Hn(XICI/3) - H(Xk,/3))' S(Xj, Yj, Xj, Yj, an,/3, ~n)S(Xk' Yk, Xj, Yj,an, /3, ~n)}' 

The equations (5.7), (5.8), (6.5) and (6.6) imply that 

sup IIHn(Xj,/3) - H(Xj,/3)II2.... 0 
Xi ,/3 

and sUPxi,t3IIHn(Xj,/3)1I is stochastically bounded. The uniform law of large numbers for U
statistics in proposition 1 will imply that 
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Hence, 

• S(Xj, Yj,Xj, Yj, a",~, ~,,)S(Xj, Yj. X/o Yk. a".~. ~,,)II 

~ sup IIH,,(xj,~) - H(Xj,~)11 . sup IIH~(xj.~)1I 
~~ ~~ 

.2.... o. 
The other terms of t,,(~) - E,,(~) can similarly be shown to converge to zero in probability 
uniformly in ~ e e. This proves the consistency of the covariance estimator in (3.20) 
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. Appendix 1. 

Proof of Lemma 1: 

For any (u, z) such that u 2: -xfJ and z 2: xfJ + ~n' ua:z - W2 2: ~ - W2 for all w = (WI, W2) E D. 
Since D i:, a bounded set, sUPWED( A.a. - W2) goes to positive infinity and therefore a .. 

E[c(x)~K(u - u(fJ) , z - xfJ)] 
an an an 

= I: I: E(c(x)lu - anwt. Z - anW2)g(U - anWI,z - anw2IfJ)K(WI,W2)dwldw2 
(Al.1) 

when n is sufficiently large. By Taylor's expansion, 

E(c(x)lv - anw)g(v - anwlfJ) - E(c(x)lv)g(vlfJ) 

8 1 82 

= -an 8v,[E(c(x)lv)g(v1fJ)Jw + 2a~w' 8v8v,[E(c(x)lv - a-nw)g(v - a~wlfJ)lw 
(Al.2) 

where ° ~ a-n ~ an. Since J~oo K( w)dw = 1 and J~oo w/(( w)dw = 0, it follows that for large n, 

roo JOO [1 u - u(fJ) z - xfJ ] 
(~~.~) I J x;{J+~.. -x;{J t( u, z)E c( x) a~ J( ( an ' an ) dudz 

-1:+~ .. l:i{3 t( u, z)E( c(x )Iu, z)g( u, zlfJ)dudzl 

a
2 Joo Joo 8

2 

~ 2n It(v)lsupsup 11-
88 

,[E(c(x)lv-a-nw)g(v-a-nwlfJ)llldv2dvl 
-00 -VI (3 wED V V 

. L II W 112 IK(w)ldw 

a
2 JOO JOO r ~ 2
n 

-00 -VI It(v)lh(v)dv2dvl . JD II w 112 1/((w)ldw 

= O(a~) 

by the assumed integrability condition. 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2: As in the proof of lemma 1, for large n, the relation (ALI) holds. With 
the Taylor expansion in equation (A1.2) and the similar arguments in the proof of lemma 1, 
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Similarly, the result (ii) can be proved. 

Proof of Lemma 3: 

E([c(x) 1:+A"-"8 t(Z)F[-Xi.8a~ u(.8) , zldz]2) 
0" 

= E {E( c2( x )lu(,B), x.8)( l:+A" -,,8 t( z )F[ -xi.8 a~ u(.8) , zldz)2} 
0" 

(Xl [~ 2 
= an i-oo i-oo E(c (x)l- xi.8 - a"wl, x.8) 

(1:+A
a
-"8 t(Z)F(Wl,Z)dz)2g( -xi.8 - a"wl,x.8l.8)dw1d(x.8) 

0" 

:$ a" 1: s~ph(u,z)dz. [:[1: It(z)F(Wl,Z)ldz12dwl 

= O(an). 

Similarly, the results (ii) can be proved. For (iii), with large n, 

E( {c(x)F[-x i.8 - u(.8) , xi.8 + ~" - x.8]}2) 
an an 

= tx) [00 E(c2(x)lu,z)F2( -xi.8 - u, Xi.8 +~" - Z )g(u, zl.8)dudz 
i-co i-z an an 

= a~ 1: 1: E(c2(x)l- Xi.8 - anWl,Xi.8 + ~n - anW2) 

g(-Xi.8 - anWl,Xi.8 + ~n - anw21.8)F2(Wl,W2)dwldw2 

:$ a~ sup h( v) [ F2( w)dw 
v iD 

= O(a~). 
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Proof of Lemma 4. With a similar justification for equality (Al.l), for large n, 

By Taylor's expansion, 

E(c(x)lu - anwt.xi/3 + ~n - anW 2)g(U - anW t. Xi!3 + ~n - an w21!3) 

= E(c(x)lu,Xj!3 + ~n)g(U,xi!3 + ~nl!3) 
o 

- an 0'11 {E(c(x)lu,xj!3 + ~n)g(u, Xj!3 + ~nl!3)}w 

Q.E.D. 

1 02 

+ 2'a;w' ovo'll [E(c(x)lu - a.n Wl,Xj!3 + ~n - a.nW 2)g(U - a.nWl, Xi!3 +~n - a.n w21!3)]w 

where 0 ~ a-n ~ an. As the kernel functionK(w) is continuous on R2, J~oo 8~K(w)dw = 0, and 
J~oo wa!,K(w)dw = -J with integration by parts. Hence 

The result (ii) can similarly be proved. 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5: For large n, we have from (Al.l). 
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E( c( z)-\- K (-Zi.B - U(.B) , Zi.B + ~n - z.B)) 
an an. an 

= 1: 1: E(c(z)l- Zi.B - anwI,zi.B + ~n - anW2) 

. g( -Zi.B - an WI. Zi.B + an - an w21.B)K( WI. W2 )dWI dW2' 

Hence, 

sup IE(c(z)~K( -Zi.B - u(.B) , Zi.B + an - z.B)) 
Xi ,fJ an an an 

- E(c(z)l- zi.B,zi.B + an)g( -zi.B,zi.B + anl.B)1 

~ SUp sup IE( c( z)1 - Zi.B - an WI, Zi.B + ~n - an W2 )g( -Zi.B - an WI, Zi.B + an - an w21.B) 
xi,fJ w 

- E(c(z)l- Zi.B,Zi.B + an)g( -Zi.B,Zi.B + anl.B)1 i IK(w)ldw 

which converges to zero by uniform continuity. 

Proof of Lemma 6: By Markov's inequality, for any € > 0, 

E(lfn(ZI."" Zn; Zi) - fn(Zdl·lgn(zt. ... ' Xn; Xi) - g~(Xi)1) 
- 2 2 1. 

~ {E(lfn(z},···, Xn; xd - fn(Xi)1 ). E(lgn(Xl,"', Xn; Xi) - g-n(xi)1 )} l. 

The assumed moment conditons imply that 

and E(lgn(XI,"', Xn; zd - g~(zi)12) = O( ~) + O(a;"l). Hence 
nail 

nE(lfn(ZI."', Xn; Xi) - fn(Xi)12) . E(lgn(Xl,"', Xn; xd - g~(xi)12) 

=n[O(~)+O(a~"I)]. [O(~)+O(a~"l)] 
nan nan 

= O( 1':+1'2) + O(a~'1-"2) + O(a~'2-"1) + O(na;(Il+ 12») 
nan 

Q.E.D. 

hi h I· "1+"2 I' 0 d I' 2(11+"2) 0 w c converges to zero as Imn _ oo nan = 00, Imn _ oo an = an Imn _ oo nan =. 
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, 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 7: 

Since i # j and s # r, there are seven possible patterns of combination for the indices i, j, r, s: (1) 
i,j,r,s are all distinct; (2) i = r,j # s; (3) i # r, j = oS; (4) i = oS,j # r; (5) i 1: s,j = r; (6) 
i = r,j = oS and (7) i = s,j = r. When i,j, r and oS are all distinct, 

E( Ei1n( E j, X j, Xi, an )Er1n( E6 , X 6, Xr, an)] = E(E( Ei IXi )In( Ej, X j, Xi, an )Er1n (E", X 6, Xr, an)] 

= O. 

When i = r but j # s, 

E(Ei1n( E]I X]I Xi, an)Ei1n( E6 , x 6! Xj, an)] = E(e; E(ln( €oj, X j, Xi, an)lxd1n( E6 , X6 , Xi, an)] 

= O. 

When i # rand j = s, 

E[Ei1n( Ej, X j, Xi, an)Er1n( Ej, X j, Xr, an)] = E[E( EilxdEr1n( E j, X j, Xi, an )In( E]I X j, Xr, an)] 

= O. 

For the case i = s but j # r, 

E[Eiin(Ej, Xj, Xi, an)Er1n(Ei,Xi, Xr,an)] = E[E(ln(Ej, Xj, Xi, an)lxdEjErin(Ei, Xi, Xr, an)] 

= O. 

Also, for the case i # s but j = r, 

E[Ei1n( E]I X j, Xi, an)Ej1n( E6 , X6 , X j, an)] = E {E( Ei Ixd1n( €oj, X j, Xi, an)E j1n( E6 , X6 , X j, an)} 

= O. 

For the remaining two patterns, the expectations are not necessarily zero. It follows that 
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Under the assumed moment conditions, 

Also, by Cauchy inequality, 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 8. Let Un = Tn'(~-I) 2::':1 2:7"i ~n(Yi' Yi,a n). Define a symmetric func
tion 

1 
IPn(Yi,Yi,an) = 2(~n(Yi'Yi,an) + ~n(Yi'Yi,an)). 

The statistic Un can be rewritten as Un = ~ 2::':1 2:i >i IPn(Yi,Yj,an) where C; = n(n - 1)/2. 

Define the projection Un = "* 2::':1 IPn,l(Yi,an) where IP n,I(Yi,an) = E(lPn(Yi,Yj,an)lyd. The 
mean IJn(an) of IPn,l(Yi,an) is equal to E(~n(Yi,Yj,an)). Since vlnlJn(an) = O(vlna~) - 0 by 
assumption, Un is asymptotically equivalent to U~ where 

and Un is asymptotically equivalent to U~ where 

The variance matrix of IPn,l(Yi,an) is 

Vn( an) = E {E[IP n(Yi, Yj, an)IYilE[IP~(Yi' Yi' an)lyd} - IJn( an)lJn( an)' 
1 

= 4E{[E(~n(Yi'Yi,an)lyd + E(~n(Yi'Yi,an)lydl 

. [E(~~(Yi'Yi,an)lyd + E(~~(Yj'Yi,an)lyd]} -lJn(an)lJn(an)' 

which converges to tE as n goes to infinity. By the central limit theorem with double array (see 

Chung[8]), U~ ~ N(O, E). The result will follow if U~ is asymptotically equivalent to U;. By a 
combinatoric argument (see Hoeffding[1O]'p.299]), 

var[ JnU~l = d; {CiCr-2Vn(an) + CiC~-2var(1P n(Yi, Yi, an))} 

4(n - 2) 2 1 
= ( l)Vn (a n )+ ( 1)0(-;:-)' n n - n n - an 
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Therefore, 

which converges to zero as na~ - 00. Hence U~ is asymptotically equivalent to U~. 
Q.E.D. 
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and 

Appendix 2. 

The first order derivatives from the equations (3.1) and (3.2) are 

8An (Xi • .8) 
8.8 

1 n foo Joo . 
= --- "" x'· K(u z)dudz n - 1 ~ J -i"'+~"--j'" --i"'-",("') • 

J:;4' .... ". 

1 Ln 
( )' Joo K[ xi.8 + ~n - Xj.8 jd --- X'-x' u u u 

n - 1 ' J --i"'-"j("') • a 
j:;4i ". n 

1 .8 Ln 
( )' foo 1 R'[ -xi.8 - Uj(.8) jd ---x' X'-x' - z z 

n - 1 ' 'J -i"'+~. --j'" a a ' 
j:;4i ". n n 

1 Ln 
( I (a) Joo 1 K[ Xi.8 + 6.n - x j .8 jd --- X'-x' U'/J - U U n - 1 ' J) J --is-''j(''') a • a 

j:;4i ". n n 

1 Ln 

( )' Joo 1 T.([ Xi.8 + 6.n - Xj.8 jd --- X'-x· -.I! U U 
n - 1 ' J --is-''j(''') a ' a 

j:;4i .... n n 

By a change of variables in the integral. these derivatives can be rewritten as 

and 
8Bn(Xi,.8) 

8.8 

= _l_t(xi-Xj)' roo ~K(-xi.8-Uj(.8), Z-Xj.8)dz 
n - 1 j:;4i fr;/J+il.. an an an 
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(A2.1) 

(A2.2). 

(A2.3) 

(A2.4) 



Let Kl(u,z) denote 8KJ~'z) and KHu,z) denote 8Kt,z), The second order derivatives of 
.4 n (xj,,6) and Bn (xj,;3) from equation(A2.1) and equation(A2.2) are 

(,42.5) 

and 

1 z=n,( ) /00 1 f..' [ Xj,6 + ~n - Xj,6]d + -- x· Xi - X· -.l~ U, U n - 1 ) ) - •• 8-,,;(8) a a 
j~j G.. n n 

_ 8Bn(xj,,6) . _ ( .a)82Bn (xj,,6) __ 1_ ~( . _ .)'( . _ .) 
8,6 XI XlfJ 8,68,6' n _ 1 L:: XI x) XI x) 

)~I 

(A2.6) 

/

00 1 Xj,6 + ~n - Xj,6 
. _.'8_"'(8)(Uj(,6)+xj,6+an u)-a K~(u, a )du/an 

• Inn 
G .. 

1 z=n ( )'( )/00 1 '( Xj,6+~n -Xj,6 
- -- Xi - X· Xj - X· -Ii u, )du. n - 1 ) ) - •• 8-,,;(8) a a 

j~i G.. n n 

By a change of variables in the integral, the equations(A2.5) and (A2.6) can be rewritten as 

(A2.7) 
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and 

(A2.8) 
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FOOTNOTE 

1. We beleive that our proposed approach can be extended to cover the estimation of the 
simple regression model where the regressor is a discrete variable. The kernel estimation with 
discrete variables in Bierens [5] will be useful. The rate of convergence for such estimates, however, 
will be different from the kernel estimate for the continuous variable case. For multiple regression 
model with all regressors being discrete variables, it is not clear whether our theortical analysis 
could be easily extended. 

2. This condition can be relaxed by assumming only the first two moments of y and the first 
four moments of z exist. With these weeker assumptions, the bandwidth sequence needs to be 
chosen slightly wider so that the uniform law of large numbers in Ichimura and Lee[13] can be 
applied. 

3. The bounded support assumption is used to simplify some of the theoretical arguments. 
It can be .l;eneralized. However, kernel functions with bounded supports are usually simpler to be 
computed in our experience. 

4. All we need to concern with are the continuous regressors. We don't really need to know 
exactly where the end points of the supports of such variables are. If we try to estimate the end 
points of such variables and then trimm them, that may create some randomness on the trimmed 
set X. Statistic theory might become much complicated. 

5. In a few cases, at some values of the parameter vector {3 and some observations Xi during 
the iteration, the estimates Bn (Xi,{3) were zero. To avoid the breaking down of the iterations, they 
were arbitranly set to some small values. .. 

6. In addition to the OLSE estimates, the other starting values are (0.3, -0.3), (1.0, -1.0), (1.2, 
-1.2) and (1.5, -1.5). 

7. The trimming parameter is designed to control the order of biases of the kernel estimates 
in a uniform fashion for our theoretical analysis. This might indicate that our analysis had utilized 
unnecessarily strong assumptions. However, relaxing this design is not trival. 

8. This suggests that it may be possible to recover some of the lost informations in the 
trimmed samples by pooling Powell's STLS estimates with our SNLS estimates by some appropriate 
minimum distance procedures. 

9. A function f(x, z) satisfies the bounded Lipschizian condition of order 1 with respect to X 

uniformly in z ifthere exists a constant c such that 11(x11 z) - /(X2, z)1 ~ c II Xl - X2 II for all Xl, 

X2 and z. 
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